[Study on the interaction between the 5' proximal region of mGAT-1 and nuclear proteins by the method of SPR].
The DNA fragment (named F182) corresponding the position of -1775(-)-1594 in the mouse GABA transporter 1 (mGAT-1) 5' proximal region was amplified by PCR. Then the DNA was immobilized to the surface of sensor chip SA5 via biotin-streptavidin linkage. The interaction between the F182 on SA5 and nuclear proteins from mouse liver and kidney was studied by the method of SPR with Biosensor of BIAcore-1000 respectively. The Binding between F182 and two nuclear proteins was definitely and specifically and both with the apparent dissociation rate of about 1.4E-5/s. Competitive experiment revealed that a conserved sequence within F182 had the main contribution to the binding event.